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Abstract—Biased Discriminant Analysis (BDA) is one of the most promising Relevance Feedback (RF) approaches to deal with the feedback samples imbalance problem for Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). However, the singular problem of the positive within-class scatter and the Gaussian distribution assumption for positive samples are two main obstacles impeding the performance of the BDA RF for CBIR. To avoid both of these intrinsic problems in BDA, in this paper, we propose a novel algorithm called Generalized Biased Discriminant Analysis (GBDA) for CBIR. The GBDA algorithm avoids the singular problem by adopting the Differential Scatter Discriminant Criterion (DSDC) and handles the Gaussian distribution assumption by redesigning the between-class class scatter with a nearest neighbor approach. To alleviate the overfitting problem, GBDA integrates the locality preserving principle; therefore, a smooth and locally consistent transform can also be learned. Extensive experiments show that GBDA can substantially outperform the original BDA, its variations and related Support Vector Machine (SVM) based RF algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relevance Feedback (RF) \cite{1, 2} is one of the most powerful tools to enhance the performance of a Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system \cite{3, 4}. Most of the RF schemes involve the user into the search engine by letting the user manually label semantically relevant and irrelevant samples, which are positive and negative feedbacks respectively for a query image.

Various RF methods have been developed based on different assumptions for the positive and negative feedbacks during past few years. One-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) estimates the density of positive feedbacks but ignores the negative feedbacks \cite{5}. Two-class SVM can identify the positive and negative feedbacks from each other but treats the two groups equally \cite{6}. In \cite{7}, Tao et al. believe that positive feedbacks are included in a set and negative feedbacks split into a small number of subset and a series of kernel marginal convex machines have been developed between one positive group and several negative subgroups. The results indicate the clustering the negative samples into several subgroups can indeed improve the overall retrieval performance. By precisely parametrizing positive feedbacks, negative feedbacks and unlabelled samples, Bian and Tao proposed an RF approach, which can find the intrinsic coordinate of image low-level visual features \cite{8}. They also showed that the unlabelled samples are essential in finding this intrinsic coordinate. However, it is generally believed that more samples are actually required to model the exquisite geometry structure in high dimensional space. In \cite{9}, Azimi-Sadjadi et al. introduced an adaptable CBIR system that incorporates kernel machines and selective sampling technique to capture the hidden user concepts and select the most informative query image during RF. However, kernel methods usually cannot exert its normal capability when the feature dimensions are much higher than the number of training samples.

For an image retrieval task, the need for RF stems from the fact that different semantic concepts lie in different subspaces and the selection of such subspaces cannot be done offline \cite{10}. With the observation that “all positive examples are alike; each negative example is negative in its own way”, Biased Discriminant Analysis (BDA) was introduced by Zhou and Huang as a principled way to solve the feedback samples imbalance problem and select a subset of image features to construct a suitable dissimilarity measure \cite{10}. The BDA algorithm provides a good solution to this biased learning problem, since there is an unknown number of classes in CBIR but the user is interested in only one class.

However, the original BDA always suffers from the singular problem of the positive within-class scatter matrix because the number of positive samples is much smaller than the dimension of the representative features of images in CBIR \cite{10, 11}. Additionally, the BDA algorithm makes a strong assumption that all positive samples form a single Gaussian distribution \cite{10, 11}, which is not true in real-world. These are the main obstacles impeding the performance of BDA for CBIR. Various research efforts have shown that high dimensional samples possibly reside on or close to a nonlinear manifold of ambient space \cite{12-14}.

Yu et al. proposed a dimension reduction technique based on the hybrid analysis of principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis which can better integrate discriminative and descriptive information for a specific data distribution \cite{15}. But using this method, it is necessary to find the best parameter pairs setting for a special data distribution. To alleviate the singular problem and the Gaussian distribution assumption for
positive samples, Direct Biased Discriminant Analysis (DBDA) and Direct Kernel Biased Discriminant Analysis (DKDBA) [16] have been proposed to enhance the performance of BDA by utilizing the direct idea [17] and the kernel trick. However, this approach still discards the null space of negative scatter with respect to the positive centroid, which contains important discriminative features, as pointed out in literatures [18, 19]. Additionally, kernel parameters tuning makes online learning infeasible. As a variant of Marginal Fisher Analysis [20], Marginal Biased Analysis (MBA) was introduced to construct an RF approach and has shown better performance than BDA [21]; however, it still suffers from the intrinsic singular problem in the original BDA.

In this paper, we propose a novel biased discriminant analysis technique, called Generalized Biased Discriminant Analysis (GBDA) for CBIR. To avoid the singular problem in BDA, the GBDA is based on the Differential Scatter Discriminant Criterion (DSDC) [11, 22-26], which defines the inter-class separability as a trace difference for the between-class scatter and the within-class scatter rather than a trace ratio. Furthermore, to avoid the Gaussian assumption for positive samples, the between-class scatter is specially designed by resorting to a nearest-neighbor approach. Additionally, to reduce the over fitting problem, the locality preserving principle emerging from the manifold learning community [12-14], which measures the local smoothness of the feature transformation, is integrated to regularize the inter-class separability. Therefore, a locally smooth transform can also be learned.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly review BDA and DSDC in Section II, thereby introducing the necessary notations. Then the GBDA algorithm is described in Section III. Experiments are reported in Section IV. Section V presents the conclusions.

II. BRIEF REVIEWS ON BDA AND DSDC

A. Biased Discriminant Analysis (BDA)

Zhou et al. proposed the BDA as a principled way for CBIR [10], which is actually a (1+x)-class discriminant analysis problem. This means that there is an unknown number of classes but the user is concerned with only one class semantically related to the query.

As a variant of two-class Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA), the BDA aims to find a subspace to discriminate the positive samples from the negative samples. It is spanned by a set of vectors $\alpha$ maximizing the ratio between the biased matrix $S_n$ and the positive covariance scatter matrix $S_p$, i.e.,

$$\alpha^* = \arg \max_{\alpha} \frac{\text{trace}(\alpha^T S_n \alpha)}{\text{trace}(\alpha^T S_p \alpha)}$$

In experiments, there are $N^+$ positive and $N^-$ negative samples in the training sets. Then $S_n$ and $S_p$ can be defined as follows:

$$S_n = \sum_{i=1}^{N^+} (x_i^+ - \bar{x}^+)(x_i^+ - \bar{x}^+)^T$$
$$S_p = \sum_{i=1}^{N^-} (x_i^- - \bar{x}^-)(x_i^- - \bar{x}^-)^T$$

where $x_i^+$ denotes the positive samples, $x_i^-$ denotes the negative samples, and $\bar{x}^+ = \frac{1}{N^+} \sum_{i=1}^{N^+} x_i^+$ is the mean vector of the positive samples. Usually, the projection matrix $\alpha$ can be computed from the eigenvectors of $S_p^{-1}S_n$, corresponding to the largest eigenvalues. Because the number of feedback samples is usually much smaller than the dimension of features: this will lead to a degenerated $S_p$, i.e., it is the so called small sample size problem or the singular problem of the positive within-class scatter [10, 11]. In the past decade, a lot of approaches have been proposed to alleviate the singular problem in FLDA [18, 19, 27, 28], which have shown good performance for face recognition.

B. Differential Scatter Discriminant Criterion (DSDC)

Basically, in order to describe the class separability, we should convert the separability measure to a number, which should increase when the between-class scatter increases or the within-class scatter decreases [11, pp.446-447]. DSDC [11, 22-26] defines the separability measure as a trace difference for the between-class scatter and the within-class scatter, rather than a trace ratio, i.e.,

$$\alpha^* = \arg \max_{\alpha} \left( \text{trace}(\alpha^T S_n \alpha) - \beta \cdot \text{trace}(\alpha^T S_p \alpha) \right)$$

In Equation (3), $\beta$ is a nonnegative tuning parameter, and $\alpha \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times 1}$. $L \in \mathbb{H}, \alpha^T \alpha = 1$, is the projection matrix. The matrix $S_n$ is the between-class scatter matrix, which describes the inter-class dispersion, while $S_r$ is the within-class scatter matrix, which describes the intra-class compactness. Both matrices in DSDC have similar meaning as in Fisher Discriminant Criterion (FDC). It is easy to verify that the solution of Equation (3) is equivalent to solving the maximum of the Lagrange function

$$L(\alpha, \lambda) = \sum_{i=1}^{N^+} \alpha_i^2 (S_n - \beta S_r) \alpha_i - \lambda_i (\alpha_i^2 \alpha_i - 1)$$

with multipliers $\lambda_i$. Let $(\partial L(\alpha, \lambda))/\partial \alpha_i = 0$, $k = 1...L$, we can have

$$(S_n - \beta S_r) \alpha_k = \lambda_k \alpha_k, k = 1,...,L$$

Thus, the problem is translated into finding the leading eigenvectors of $(S_n - \beta S_r)$, and hence we need not calculate the inverse of $S_r$, which allows us to avoid the singular problem of the positive within-class scatter.

Strictly speaking, the solution of Equation (3) is equivalent to the FDC, only if the parameter $\beta$ in DSDC is calculated as $\text{trace}(\alpha_{opt}^T S_n \alpha_{opt}) / \text{trace}(\alpha_{opt}^T S_p \alpha_{opt})$ [11, 22]. Therefore, the optimal $\beta$ can only be obtained by the alternating projection method [22]. However, for CBIR, because the distribution of the testing set diverges from that of the training set, a manually chosen value of $\beta$ always achieves better prediction results than the calculated value. As demonstrated in [23, 25], when the within-class scatter $S_r$ is singular, the discriminant vectors of the DSDC are approaching the discriminant vectors of the null space method of the FDC at $\beta \rightarrow \infty$ [27]. When $\beta$ is set properly, DSDC can show much better performance than the existing methods, which deal with the singular problem in FDC.
III. GENERALIZED BIASED DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS (GBDA)

Let us denote the high-dimensional space as \( R^p \) and the low-dimensional intrinsic space as \( R^2 \). For convenience, we define \( X^p = \{ x^p_i \}_{i=1}^N \) as the positive samples, \( X^* = \{ x^*_i \}_{i=1}^N \) as the negative samples in \( R^p \). Then we use \( X = \{ x^p_i \}_{i=1}^N = \{ X^p, X^* \} \in R^{p(N^p+N^*)} \) to denote all the feedback samples. We denote the embedding transform for all the feedback samples by: \( f : X^p \rightarrow Y^p, X^* \rightarrow Y^* \). Therefore, after the embedding transform, in \( R^2 \), the feedback samples matrix can be represented as: \( Y = \{ y^p_i \}_{i=1}^N = \{ Y^p, Y^* \} \in R^{(N^p+N^*)} \). For simplicity, we restrict the embedding transform to be linear, which can be defined by a projection matrix \( \alpha \in R^{p \times 2} \). Let \( \alpha \) implements the intra-class compactness and \( \beta_i \) is a tuning parameter, which reflects the trade-off between the two goals.

In BDA [10], the between-class scatter matrix is defined as the negative scatter with respect to the positive centroid matrices in the feature space. It is not reasonable to describe the separability of the negative class and the positive class except that when all the positive samples are drawn from a single Gaussian distribution which is always not the case for CBIR. Recently, to take the nonlinearity of the sample distribution into account, nonparametric models [11, pp.467-468] have been developed for discriminant analysis and achieved improvement. By reformulating the within-class scatter and the between-class scatter matrix defined in FLDA, Sugiyama proposed the local FLDA [29]. In [20], Yan et al introduced a Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA), which characterizes the inter-class dispersion and the intra-class compactness by the sum of the distances between k-nearest inter-class neighbors and k-nearest intra-class neighbors respectively. Inspired by these nonparametric techniques [20, 29], we implement the inter-class dispersion by only selecting the samples pairs near the boundary, i.e.,

\[
J_i(\alpha) = \arg \max_{\alpha} \{ \sum_{i=1}^{N^p} \left( \sum_{j \in N(i)} \| y_i^p - y_j^p \|^2 + \sum_{j \in N(i)} \| y_i^* - y_j^* \|^2 \right) \}
\]

\[
= \arg \max_{\alpha} \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} u_i \| y_i - y_i^* \|^2 = \arg \max_{\alpha} \left\{ 2 \text{trace} [Y'(D - V)Y] \right\}
\]

where \( N_i \) is the total number of \( k \) nearest inter-class sample pairs between the positive class and the negative class, and \( N(i) \) is a set of indices of samples that are \( k \) nearest sample pairs among different classes for each sample \( x_i \); \( u_i \) is a weighting coefficient, which is defined as follows:

\[
\alpha = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{2}, & \text{if } 1 \leq i \leq N^p \text{ and } N^p + 1 \leq j \leq N, i \neq j \text{ or } i \in N(j) \, \text{or} \, i \in N(j) \\ \frac{1}{2}, & \text{if } N^p + 1 \leq i \leq N, \text{ and } 1 \leq j \leq N^p, i \neq j \text{ or } i \in N(j) \, \text{or} \, i \in N(j) \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases}
\]

(8)

where \( U = \{ u_i \} \in R^{N \times N} \) is a symmetric matrix, and its entry is the weighting coefficient \( u_{ij} \); \( D_i \in R^{N \times N} \) is a diagonal matrix and its \( i-th \) entry is \( \sum_{j=1}^{N} u_{ij} \). Based on the definition of \( u_{ij} \), we can see that the weighting coefficient encodes both the sample label information and the neighborhood relationship in the high dimensional space. All of these selected inter-class sample pairs are used to capture the discriminative information between different classes.

To implement the intra-class compactness, similar to the original BDA, the definition of the intra-class compactness should also only bias towards positive samples in the positive class. Therefore, we only preserve the positive class compactness for the intra-class compactness, i.e.,

\[
J_i(\alpha) = \arg \min_{\alpha} \{ \sum_{i,j} \| y_i^* - y_j^* \|^2 \} = \arg \min_{\alpha} \left\{ 2 \text{trace} [Y'(D^* - V^*)Y^*] \right\}
\]

(9)

where \( N_i \) is the total number of pairs of samples in the positive class, and \( v_{ij} \) is the weighting coefficient, which is defined as follows:

\[
v_{ij} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{N_i}, & \text{if } 1 \leq i \leq N^p, i \neq j \text{ or } i \in N(j) \, \text{or} \, i \in N(j) \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases}
\]

(10)

To reduce the risk of overfitting, we introduce the notion of local consistency into Equation (6) to regularize the objective of separability which was emerging from manifold learning community [12-14, 30, 31]. Recently, large numbers of nonlinear or linear techniques have been proposed to discover the intrinsic manifold structure of the samples in high dimensional space. For example, the Laplacian Eigenmaps algorithm [30] preserves the similarities among neighboring samples. These approaches yield impressive results both on benchmark artificial data sets, as well as real world data sets. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that integrating the essential manifold structure of the positive samples will further improve the performance of the biased discriminant analysis RF for CBIR.

We choose the Locality Preserving Projection (LPP) [31], which is the direct linearization of Laplacian Eigenmaps [30], to regularize the separability between different classes. The LPP implements the local consistency principle by preserving the similarity among the neighboring samples and is widely used in face recognition [32] and image retrieval [33]. The local consistency for the positive samples can be defined as follows:

\[
J_i(\alpha) = \arg \min_{\alpha} \sum_{i,j} \| y_i^p - y_j^p \|^2 w_{ij} = \arg \min_{\alpha} \sum_{i,j} \| y_i^* - y_j^* \|^2 w_{ij}
\]

(11)

where \( W = \{ w_{ij} \} \in R^{N \times N} \) is a symmetric matrix, and its entry is the weighting coefficient \( w_{ij} \).
where $\omega_i = \exp(-\frac{1}{2} \| x_i^r - x_i^j \|^2 / \sigma^2)$ is the heat kernel according to Laplacian Eigenmaps [30] and Locality Preserving Projection [31], which reflects the affinity of the sample pairs; $S(i)$ is the set of indices of the neighboring samples in the positive class for the positive sample $x_i$; $N$ is the total number of $k$ nearest positive samples for all the positive samples; the weighting coefficient $w_{ij}$ can be defined as follows:

$$w_{ij} = \begin{cases} n, & \text{if } 1 \leq i, j \leq N, i \in S(i) \text{ or } i \in S(j) \\ 0, & \text{else} \end{cases}$$

(12)

where $W = \{ w_{ij} \} \in R^{N \times N}$ is a symmetric matrix, which reflects the local geometry of the positive samples in high-dimensional space; and $D_u$ is a diagonal matrix and its $i$-th entry is $\sum_{j=1}^{N} w_{ij}$.

According to [31], a definition in Equation (11) corresponds to the approximation of $\sum_{j=1}^{N} || y_j ||^2$, the manifold on which the positive samples reside. Minimizing the objective function can encourage the consistent output for the positive samples in the high-dimensional space and this will result in transforming with high local smoothness and best local preservation. Hence, a smooth transform that is expected to be less likely to over fit the training samples can be learnt by this manifold regularization.

To sum up, the GBDA algorithm can be formulated by combining the above two terms ($J_i(\alpha)$ and $J_j(\alpha)$) together, as shown in Equation (13).

$$J(\alpha) = J_i(\alpha) - \beta_i \cdot J_j(\alpha) = J_i(\alpha) - \beta_j \cdot J_j(\alpha)$$

$$\begin{align*}
\arg \max_{\alpha} & \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \| x_i - y_j \|^2 - \beta_i \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \| x_i - y_j \|^2 - \beta_j \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \| x_i - y_j \|^2 \\
= & \arg \max_{\alpha} \text{trace} \{ X[D_\alpha - U^T X^T - \beta_i \cdot X[D_\alpha - U^T X^T - \beta_j \cdot X[D_\alpha - U^T X^T] \} \}
\end{align*}$$

(13)

where $\beta_i$ is the regularization coefficient controlling the trade-off between the two objectives, i.e., the separability and the local consistency. By imposing the constraint $\alpha^T \alpha = I$ on Equation (13), the optimal solution can be calculated by generalized eigenvalue decomposition and the low dimensional space is spanned by the $L$ eigenvectors $\alpha$ associated with the $L$ largest eigenvalues.

We empirically set the value of $\beta_i$ for RF in CBIR based on experiments, since the optimal $\beta_i$ may not be the best for classification. For the elements $u_{ij}$ of the between-class scatter, we have normalized them by setting $u_{ij} = 1/N_1$; for the elements $v_{ij}$ of the within-class scatter, we have also normalized them by setting $v_{ij} = 1/N_2$. Therefore, from the view point of normalization, the two terms in $J_i(\alpha)$ are actually balanced, i.e., we can set $\beta_i = 1$ in RF for simplicity. The value of $\beta_j$ is used to trade off the separability and the local consistency. However, it is still an open question that how to tune the regularization coefficient and balance the two objectives. Intuitively, a larger value of $\beta_j$ will result in a solution that can enlarge $J_j(\alpha)$ and diminish $J_i(\alpha)$, and therefore it will lead to enhance the separability and encourage the local consistency. In the following experiments, we present the sensitivity of GBDA in relation to the parameter $\beta_i$ and then select the value that shows the best performance.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented an image retrieval system on a Corel Image Database that includes 10763 images with 80 different concepts [16, 34]. To represent images, we choose three types of low-level visual features. For color, we utilize the color histogram [35] to represent the color information. We quantized hue and saturation into 8 bins and value into 4 bins. We use Webber’s Law Descriptors [36] to represent the local features of images, which result in a feature vector of 240 values. For shape, the edge directional histogram from the Y component in YCrCb space is adopted to capture the spatial distribution of edges [37]. Five categories including horizontal, 45 diagonal, vertical, 135 diagonal and isotropic directions are calculated to form shape features. All of these features are combined into a feature vector, which results in a vector with 510 values (i.e., 8*8*4+9+240+5=510). Then all feature components are normalized to distributions with zero mean and one standard deviation to represent images.

In experiments, 500 query samples are randomly selected from this image database and then RF is automatically implemented by the system. In some initial experiments, we note that the number of relevant images (i.e., images with the same concept as the query image) at each iteration may range from 0 to the number of images displayed to the user and the number of irrelevant images (i.e., images with the different concepts with the query image) may range from the number of images displayed to the user to 0. Therefore, we design the following feedback procedure: at each feedback iteration, the top 20 images resulting from the resorted results are serially examined from the top; the first 5 query relevant images are labeled as positive feedbacks and the first 5 query irrelevant images are marked as negative feedbacks unless fewer such images are found among the top 20 images, in which case the fewer number of samples found are used as the feedbacks. Note that, the images which have been selected in the previous iterations are excluded from later selections. All the labeled images in the feedback iterations are used to train an RF model.

We use average precision, standard deviation and average recall to evaluate the performance of RF algorithms. The average precision refers to the percentage of relevant images in top retrieved images and is calculated as the averaged precision values of all the queries to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm. The standard deviation can indicate the stability of different algorithms, and is calculated for all the query precision values to describe the robustness of the algorithm. Average recall shows the fraction of the related images that are successfully retrieved and is defined as the percentage of retrieved images among all relevant images in the data set.

A. Sensitivity in Relation to Parameters

In order to select a proper quantity of $k$-nearest inter-class sample pairs to describe the discriminative information, we first show the performance comparison of GBDA on different
quantity of k-nearest inter-class samples pairs. Fig. 1 shows the top 10, 30, and 50 retrieved results of 3-th, 5-th, 7-th, 9-th feedback iterations with different k values from 3 to 13 based on 400 independent experiments.

As we can see from Fig. 3, the precision curves change slightly for different k values. Even a small number of inter-class samples pairs can capture the discriminative information well and obtain good performance with regard to the average precision. Therefore, in the following section we select k=4 in all the following experiments.

Then we show the sensitivity of GBDA with regard to different values of the parameter \( \beta_2 \) and empirically set the parameter \( \beta_2 \) as a value in a sequence, i.e., \( \{2^i, i = -10, -9, \ldots, 9, 10\} \). Fig.2 shows the average precision and average recall curves in top 30 results of the 5-th and the 9-th feedback iterations with different \( \beta_2 \) values based on 500 independent experiments respectively. In experiments, we find that the parameter \( \beta_2 \) significantly affects the results. As shown in Fig. 4, we can see that when \( \beta_2 \) is small enough, that is, the local consistency contributes little to the formulation, the performance degrades significantly. When \( \beta_2 \) become larger, the GBDA algorithm shows much better performance regarding to the precision and recall. However, if \( \beta_2 \) is too large, the performance may degenerate. This is mainly due to the over-smoothing. From the results, we can see that for this problem, the algorithm achieves best performance when \( \beta_2 \) is set as \( 2^5 \). Therefore, in the following experiments, we empirically set the tradeoff parameter \( \beta_2 = 2^6 \). It is convinced that the parameter \( \beta_2 \) can be further tuned to achieve better performance. This analysis above also indicates the important role of local consistency for improving the generalization ability.

B. Experimental Results

In this subsection, we focus on the comparison of the proposed GBDA with the original BDA [10] and some of its variants, namely, the enhanced DBDA [11], Null-space BDA (NBDA) [27], and MBA [21], all of which are linear embedding algorithms and obtain much better performance comparing the original BDA. Simultaneously, SVM based algorithms including SVM [6] and CSVM [38] are also compared to evaluate the performance of GBDA. BDA, MBA, DBDA and NBDA are all based on FDC.

For MBA, we empirically set the within-class compactness parameter \( k_s \) according to the LPP and between-class separability parameter \( k_2 = 4 \). Due to the high-dimensional features, both the original BDA and MBA will encounter the singular problem, and hence in the experiments that follow, regularization method is used to solve the singular problem. The enhanced version of the original BDA, DBDA[11] are solved by the direct method, which first removes the null space of the negative scatter with respect to the positive centroid matrix and then the eigenvectors of the positive within class matrix corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues are extracted as the most discriminative directions. We choose the Gaussian kernel for SVM and CSVM because it achieves the best
performance for all kernel-based algorithms with different parameters. For all SVM based approaches, we use the OSU-SVM [39] to implement the classification. All of the parameters are set identically as the description in the corresponding papers [10, 16, 21].

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the proposed GBDA algorithm consistently outperforms the BDA, MBA, DBDA, NBDA, SVM and CSVM for RF. The figures in Fig. 3 show the average precision of the 500 experiments for top 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 results. We can see that the GBDA can achieve better performance comparison with the original BDA. The unreasonable Gaussian distribution assumption for the positive samples in the original BDA and the regularization method used are the main reasons which usually result in poor performance of RF for CBIR. The DBDA algorithm solves the singular problem by the direct method and can achieve better performance than the original BDA. However, much discriminative information contained in the null space of $S_n$ is discarded. The MBA algorithm effectively extracts the discriminative information from the marginal samples; however, it still suffers from the singular problem, which causes serious stability problems for MBA.

The proposed GBDA can extract the most discriminative information from the $k$ nearest neighborhood inter-class samples, but never encounters the singular problem. Basically, the GBDA is an effective approach that can work in the whole input space rather than only in the principal space of $S_n$ [17] or in the null space of $S_n$ [27]. Therefore, GBDA can keep more discriminative information. By introducing the manifold regularization, a locally smooth and consistent transform can be learned which is expected to be less vulnerable to over fit the training samples as shown in Subsection A.

The standard deviation corresponding to the six approaches in top 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120 for the 500 experiments are shown in Fig. 4. For top 20 results, the GBDA algorithm is much more stable and effective than other approaches. Then for other top results, the standard deviation of GBDA is similar to the other discriminant analysis based algorithms.

We give the average precision-scope curves and the average recall-scope curves after the 9-th feedback in Fig. 5. The horizontal axis is the number of top ranked results used in evaluation and the vertical axis is the average precision and average recall measured at the top ranked images. As we can see from Fig. 5, it is evident that GBDA substantially outperform the original BDA algorithm and other approaches.

The detailed results of average precision and average recall of

---

**Table 1** Average precision of top ranked results for different algorithms after the 9-th feedback (average precision %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>top20</th>
<th>top40</th>
<th>top60</th>
<th>top80</th>
<th>top100</th>
<th>top120</th>
<th>top140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GBDA</td>
<td>83.35</td>
<td>64.91</td>
<td>53.18</td>
<td>45.20</td>
<td>39.09</td>
<td>34.57</td>
<td>30.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBDA</td>
<td>80.98</td>
<td>61.09</td>
<td>49.65</td>
<td>42.22</td>
<td>36.70</td>
<td>32.61</td>
<td>29.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>82.23</td>
<td>59.88</td>
<td>48.50</td>
<td>41.13</td>
<td>35.46</td>
<td>31.19</td>
<td>27.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBDA</td>
<td>81.86</td>
<td>59.73</td>
<td>47.84</td>
<td>40.27</td>
<td>34.87</td>
<td>30.08</td>
<td>27.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDA</td>
<td>78.33</td>
<td>58.26</td>
<td>46.87</td>
<td>39.33</td>
<td>33.79</td>
<td>29.77</td>
<td>26.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>71.50</td>
<td>53.48</td>
<td>43.79</td>
<td>36.98</td>
<td>32.01</td>
<td>28.19</td>
<td>25.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSVM</td>
<td>72.08</td>
<td>50.53</td>
<td>39.33</td>
<td>32.51</td>
<td>30.27</td>
<td>25.77</td>
<td>22.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Average recall of top ranked results for different algorithms after the 9-th feedback (average recall %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>top20</th>
<th>top40</th>
<th>top60</th>
<th>top80</th>
<th>top100</th>
<th>top120</th>
<th>top140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GBDA</td>
<td>14.18</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>26.77</td>
<td>30.21</td>
<td>32.47</td>
<td>33.93</td>
<td>35.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBDA</td>
<td>13.74</td>
<td>20.46</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>27.84</td>
<td>30.02</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td>33.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>25.23</td>
<td>28.25</td>
<td>30.44</td>
<td>31.86</td>
<td>33.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBDA</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>19.44</td>
<td>23.14</td>
<td>25.78</td>
<td>27.68</td>
<td>29.18</td>
<td>30.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDA</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>18.54</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>26.25</td>
<td>28.11</td>
<td>29.60</td>
<td>30.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>12.42</td>
<td>18.54</td>
<td>22.78</td>
<td>25.44</td>
<td>27.32</td>
<td>28.69</td>
<td>29.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSVM</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>20.16</td>
<td>22.19</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>25.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
top ranked results for different algorithms after the 9-th feedback in Table 1 and Table 2. According to the two tables, we can observe that GBDA is more tolerant and achieves more promising results comparing with other approaches when the retrieval process is stopped. Specifically, the GBDA enjoys almost all the best performances except the average recall in top 20 results. Based on the above observation, we can empirically conclude that GBDA is more effective than the other compared algorithms in experiments.

C. Discussions and future work

In general, for CBIR, biased discriminant analysis algorithms perform much better than the traditional discriminant analysis algorithms, e.g., FLDA. This is mainly because when the user provides a query image, he/she would like to get more conceptually related images which all share a common concept, but never cares about the irrelevant images, all of which differ in various concepts.

Basically, devising a reasonable similarity metric, e.g., Mahalanobis Distance and Neighborhood Counting Measure [40], plays an important role for an image retrieval task. Different from previous work [7, 8, 9, 10], in this study, we have shown that by alleviating the unstable numerical computation problem (i.e., the singular problem) and unreasonable model (i.e., the Gaussian distribution) in a metric learning algorithm (i.e., BDA), the performance of system can be significantly improved for an image retrieval task.

Recently, the contextual and semantic information (e.g., user feedback log data [41] and image tags [42]) has shown its
potential in improving the performance of a CBIR system. A promising approach is to combine the low-level visual features and the high-level semantics to improve both speed and precision of the CBIR system.

Several aspects can be improved regarding to the RF algorithm and image representations. For example, the kernel machines can be incorporated to enhance the performance of GBDA as in the previous work [9, 10, 16, 21]; newly proposed features may outperform the traditional ones, e.g., a sparse coding representation [43].

V. CONCLUSION
To avoid the intrinsic problems (i.e., the singular problem of the positive within class scatter and the Gaussian distribution assumption for the positive samples) in the original Biased Discriminant Analysis (BDA) [10], this paper introduces a Generalized Biased Discriminant Analysis (GBDA) approach for CBIR, which is mainly based on the Differential Scatter Discriminant Criterion (DSDC) [11, 22]. The GBDA algorithm defines the separation of different classes as a trace difference rather than a trace ratio, which can avoid the singular problem of the positive within-class scatter in the original BDA. To avoid the Gaussian assumption for the positive samples, the GBDA defines the between-class scatter by resorting to inter-class nearest neighborhood samples, thereby extracting the most discriminative information. By integrating the manifold regularization, a smooth and locally consistent transform can also be learnt for CBIR RF to effectively reduce the risk of over fitting. Extensive experiments on a large Corel Image Database of 10,763 images with 80 semantic concepts have shown that the proposed GBDA significantly outperforms the original BDA, its enhanced versions (namely, DBDA, NBDA and MBA), as well as SVM and CSVM.
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